We show that, by adding a gauge singlet scalar S to the Standard Model which is non-minimally coupled to gravity, S can act both as the inflaton and as thermal relic dark matter. We obtain the allowed region of the (m s , m h ) parameter space which gives a spectral index in agreement with observational bounds and also produces the observed dark matter density while not violating vacuum stability or non-perturbativity constraints. We show that, in contrast to the case of Higgs inflation, once quantum corrections are included the spectral index is significantly larger than the classical value (n = 0.966 for N = 60) for all allowed values of the Higgs mass m h . The range of Higgs mass compatible with the constraints is 145 GeV < ∼ m h < ∼ 170 GeV. The S mass lies in the range 45 GeV < ∼ m s < ∼ 1 TeV for the case of a real S scalar with large quartic self-coupling λ s , with a smaller upper bound for smaller λ s . A region of the parameter space is accessible to direct searches at the LHC via h → SS, while future direct dark matter searches should be able to significantly constrain the model. PACS numbers: 98.80.Cq, 95.35.+d, 
I. INTRODUCTION
Although the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics reproduces experimental results well, it does not provide a mechanism for inflation, dark matter, baryogenesis or neutrino masses. There are many Beyond the Standard Model (BSM) theories which attempt to do this. Such BSM theories usually involve a new scale between the SM scale and the Planck scale and many additional particles, with the SM then viewed as the low energy remnant of some more complete theory, which is only valid up to some cut off Λ < M p .
An alternative philosophy is to add to the SM the minimal number of new fields that are needed to address these issues. One example is the νMSM [1] , which is the SM extended by three singlet fermions to account for neutrino masses. In this case dark matter can be explained by a keV-scale sterile neutrino while baryogenesis occurs via leptogenesis due to sterile neutrino oscillations [2] . Therefore neutrino masses, dark matter and baryogenesis can all be explained within a very minimal extension of the SM, although this imposes nontrivial conditions on the sterile neutrino masses and couplings [3] . A scale-invariant but very weakly-coupled scalar may also be added to serve as the inflaton [4] . Other minimal extensions of the SM include the 'new minimal Standard Model' [5] and the 'minimal non-minimal Standard Model' [6] . One motivation for considering weak-scale extensions of the SM is the idea that the hierarchy problems of non-supersymmetric particle theories can be avoided if there is only one mass scale in the effective field theory below the Planck scale [7] .
Recently it has been suggested that inflation might be explained purely within the framework of the SM, with the Higgs field itself serving as the inflaton [8] . This has been extensively investigated in a number of papers [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] . This is possible if the Higgs has a large nonminimal coupling to gravity. However, in order to account for dark matter, baryogenesis and neutrino masses, it is still nec-essary to extend the SM. This might be achieved by combining Higgs inflation with the νMSM, but other extensions which are consistent with entirely weak scale particle physics could also be considered. In particular, it is well-known that stable particles with weak scale masses and electroweak strength interactions (WIMPs) produce a thermal relic density of dark matter which is naturally of the correct order of magnitude. Therefore there is a strong motivation to extend the SM by the addition of a particle with these properties.
The aim of this paper is to propose an alternative minimally-extended version of the SM which is able to explain both the mechanism for inflation and the presence of thermal relic dark matter. To this end, we add a stable gauge singlet scalar S to the SM. This is the simplest extension which obeys gauge symmetry and can account for dark matter [17, 18, 19, 20, 21] . A discrete Z 2 or a global symmetry U(1) must be imposed to ensure stability of the scalars; in the former case it is natural to consider real scalars, in the latter case complex scalars. We then consider whether S can serve simultaneously as a thermal relic dark matter particle and as the inflaton, producing the correct density of dark matter while at the same time obeying the observational constraints on the spectral index n and other inflation observables. Effectively we are replacing the Higgs scalar of Higgs inflation by the dark matter scalar S. As we will show, the model has the potential to relate particle physics, dark matter detection experiments and inflation observables, a connection that will be brought into focus in the near future by the LHC, the Planck satellite and future dark matter detectors.
During the development of this paper a closely related model was proposed in [22] . This considers the same gauge singlet scalar extension of the SM to account for dark matter, but focuses on the case of Higgs inflation. As we will discuss, there are some differences in the results for pure Higgs inflation, the model of [22] and our model, such that it may be within the reach of imminent experiments (Planck, LHC) to rule out or distinguish between Higgs inflation models and S-inflation.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce our model. In Sec. III we review the approach to calculating radiative corrections in this class of models and derive the renormalisation group (RG) equations. In Sec. IV we discuss constraints coming from stability and perturbativity of the potential and slow-roll inflation observables. In Sec. V we discuss S as dark matter, relating λ hs and m s . In Sec. VI we present our results and in Sec. VII we discuss our conclusions. Details of the derivation of the RG equations and the calculation of the dark matter density are given in the appendices.
II. THE S-INFLATION MODEL

A. Jordan and Einstein Frames
The Jordan frame is the 'real world' frame, where we make measurements in a standard manner. The Einstein frame is related to this by a conformal transformation which transforms the metric (and hence all other quantities) in a field dependent way. The usefulness of transforming to the Einstein frame is that it transforms away the non-minimal coupling to gravity, leaving the Lagrangian in a familiar form, where methods for calculating physical quantities are well known. What we think of as a conformal transformation to the Einstein frame is actually composed of two separate parts. The first is a change of conformal frame, warping the metric, and the second redefines the fields in a convenient form. Useful discussions of conformal transformations are given in [23] and [24] .
Our procedure is to define the theory, including all radiative corrections, in the Jordan frame. We then transform to the Einstein frame in order to calculate the spectral index n, tensorto-scalar ratio r and running of the spectral index α. The two frames are equivalent at low values of the fields. Since the inflation observables are calculated when perturbations re-enter the horizon i.e. at late times when the fields are small, the results calculated in the Einstein frame are the same as if we had calculated them with the non-minimally coupled scalar field in the Jordan frame.
and h is real. We choose the direc-
where s is real. Our aim is to calculate the inflation observables n, r and α. This is best done using the slow-roll approximation, which cannot easily be formulated in the Jordan frame. We will therefore make a transformation of the whole action, including radiative corrections, to the Einstein frame, redefining the fields (s → χ s , h → χ h ) to ensure canonical normalisation. We then compute the slow roll parameters in the Einstein frame, using the coupling constants which we have run (in the Jordan frame) to the appropriate scale. Quantities in the Einstein frame will be denoted by a tilde (e.g.g µν ). From here on we set M = M p (reduced Planck mass), since the correction to M due to the Higgs expectation value is tiny compared with M P .
For general h and s the transformation to the Einstein frame is defined byg
with
The fields are redefined by
and
resulting in the Einstein frame action
where
We will be interested in inflation purely along the s direction. (Inflation in the h direction for real S was considered in [22] .) In this case, h = 0, A(χ s , χ h ) = 0 and
For s ≫ M P / ξ, which is relevant for inflation, the classical potential in the Einstein frame becomes [8] 
This is shown in Fig. 1 along the h direction with s = 0, U(0, χ h ) ∝ 1/ξ 2 h . Therefore if ξ s ≫ ξ h , the minimum of the potential at large s and h will be very close the h = 0 direction and so inflation will naturally occur along the s direction. In the following we will consider the limit where the Higgs boson is minimally coupled to the Ricci scalar at the weak scale, ξ h = 0, but we allow for its running by including the RG equation for ξ h .
III. RADIATIVE CORRECTIONS
Our strategy is to calculate quantum corrections to the tree level potential in the Jordan frame. To do this we use the RG equations to run the couplings from the SM scale to the inflation scale. We then use those values of the coupling constants to calculate the Coleman-Weinberg correction to the potential, V = V (0) + V (1) [25, 26] , where V (0) is given by Eq. (2). This is then transformed to the Einstein frame to study slow-roll inflation.
A. Coleman-Weinberg Potential
Constraints on the scalar couplings will come from the stability of the electroweak vacuum and the requirement that the potential remains perturbative for field values less than M P . We therefore impose the conditions for vacuum stability and perturbativity along both the h = 0 and s = 0 directions. To do this we derive the Coleman-Weinberg potential for each direction (s or h). The s-direction potential is used in the slow-roll inflation calculations, while both s-direction and h-direction potentials are used to calculate the stability of the potential and to check perturbativity. We use the MS renormalisation scheme throughout. The one-loop potential for the s direction in the MS scheme is [26] 
The one-loop correction for the h direction is
In these equations c s and c h are suppression factors to be discussed below.
B. Suppression of Scalar Propagators
As the fields appearing in the RG equations are quantised in the Jordan frame, the commutation relation for an arbitrary scalar φ
is satisfied, where [14] 
and η µ = (1, 0, 0, 0). This is obtained by transforming the action to the Einstein frame but not redefining the scalar fields [14] . Inserting Eq. (16) into Eq. (15) and writing in terms of the Jordan frame metric gives (17) and so,
Therefore the commutator and hence the scalar propagator will be suppressed by a factor c(φ).
In the case of minimally coupled scalars,
In our case, both s and h are in principle suppressed by c(s) and c(h) respectively. In practice, we set either c h (≡ c(h)) = 1 or c s (≡ c(s)) = 1, depending on the direction of the potential being considered. The suppression factor c φ (where φ is s or h) is then
When calculating the RG equations or Coleman-Weinberg potential, one suppression factor is inserted for each h or s propagator in a loop but not for the scalars corresponding to imaginary part of S or the unphysical degrees of freedom of H. The suppression factors will have a significant effect on the running of the scalar couplings.
In the context of Higgs inflation, it was shown in [27, 28] that unitarity breaks down in tree-level Higgs-graviton scattering processes at energies E ∼ M P /ξ h , due to the large nonminimal coupling to gravity. There are two possible ways to interpret this. In [11] and [13] , it is suggested that the apparent breakdown of unitarity should be interpreted as a change in the nature of the Higgs degree of freedom, rather than as a cut-off for new physics. In [13] it was observed that at field strengths h 2 > ∼ M 2 P /ξ 2 h , the Higgs scalar h no longer behaves as a canonically normalized scalar, resulting in suppression of the Higgs propagator as discussed above. The results for Higgs scattering cross-sections at the corresponding energies are therefore expected to be modified, which may justify the extension of the theory to energies greater than M P /ξ h . In [11] , it is proposed that the onset of unitarity violation could indicate a change in the dynamics of the Standard Model to a strongly coupled regime. This is described by the 'chiral electroweak theory', which is equivalent to the Standard Model with the radial Higgs degree of freedom frozen 1 .
A more conservative point of view is to restrict the model to the regime where the semi-classical and adiabatic approximations are both valid [27] . These approximations are
∼ M P /ξ s is the scale where new physics becomes important. As λ s in our model is not constrained by phenomenology (unlike the case of Higgs inflation where λ h is fixed by the Higgs mass), it would be possible to have λ s ≪ 1.
C. Initial Conditions
We take the initial values of the coupling constants to be defined at the renormalisation scale µ = m t , with m t = 171.0 GeV and v = 246.22 GeV. The gauge couplings are given by
g and g ′ are obtained by an RG flow from their values at µ = M Z , which are given in [29] , while g 3 is calculated numerically. (See [13] and references within for details.) We use the pole mass matching scheme for λ h (m t ) and y t (m t ) as detailed in the appendix of [30] . This relates the physical pole masses to the couplings in the MS renormalization scheme. The remaining coupling constants are not fixed by observation and we are free to choose them. We take ξ h (m t ) = 0 and choose ξ s (m t ) such that the model is correctly normalised to the COBE results at the inflation scale [31, 32] :
is not directly measurable and so we take two reasonable values: 0.2 and 0.025. The higher of these corresponds to λ s (m t ) close to the perturbativity limit. λ hs (m t ) is treated as a free parameter although it is in principle measurable through the thermal relic S dark matter density and scattering rate in dark matter detectors, as well as through the Higgs decay width to S pairs should it be kinematically possible.
D. Renormalisation Group Equations
In our analysis we use the two-loop RG equations for the SM and modify these to include the leading order contributions of S. We also include the propagator suppression factors for the s and h directions. We refer the reader to [14] and [30] for the SM one and two loop equations (including only the tquark Yukawa coupling), reproducing here only those which are modified by the addition of the S particle. Using the technique detailed in [33] and further discussed in Appendix A, we find for the one-loop β-functions of the scalar couplings,
and µ is the renormalisation scale. We choose the value of µ in order to keep the log terms in the Coleman-Weinberg potential small, setting µ = s 60 , where s 60 is the field value 60 e-foldings before the end of inflation. In Appendix A we relate the gauge singlet model to the matrices defined in [33] which are used to compute the RG equations.
We also obtained the RG equations for the non-minimal couplings to one-loop. The details of this calculation are given in Appendix A. The resulting equations are
We show in Fig. 2 the running of the scalar coupling constants λ h , λ s and λ hs in the s direction for the case of a real S dark matter particle, assuming a small value of λ s (m t ) = 0.025. The figures are plotted in terms of t = ln µ/m t , from µ = m t to µ = M p . We also show the suppression factor c s , Eq. (18) , to demonstrate its effect on the running of the couplings. In Fig. 3 we plot the running of ξ s and ξ h for the same initial conditions as in Fig. 2 . We observe ξ h increasing from its initial value of 0 at t = 0, but always remaining much smaller than ξ s . This is important for the consistency of our model since inflation will occur along the s direction only if ξ s ≫ ξ h . Otherwise inflation would be expected to occur along a more general flat direction in the (s, h) plane. In this, ξ h is set to zero at µ = m t . It can be seen that ξ h ≪ ξ s throughout. The figure is plotted for real S with m h = 160 GeV, λ s (m t ) = 0.2 and λ hs (m t ) = 0.1.
IV. CONSTRAINTS
We calculate the bounds on m h and λ hs (m t ) by applying three constraints: (i) stability of the electroweak vacuum, (ii) perturbativity of the potential and (iii) consistency with the observed spectral index n and with limits on the tensor-toscalar ratio r and running spectral index α. A possible fourth constraint, 'wrong-way-roll' ( dU dχ S > 0), which plays a role in Higgs inflation [22] , is generally not violated in our model.
A. Vacuum stability and perturbativity
We require stability of the electroweak vacuum for s and h up to M p . (We do not consider the possibility of a metastable vacuum, which depends on the cosmological evolution of the vacuum state.) This imposes the constraints λ s > 0, λ h > 0 and either λ hs > 0 or λ 2 hs < 4λ h λ s . We will check the stability of the vacuum in both the s and the h direction. In practice this means that we run the RG equations with c s =
We also require the coupling constants to lie within the perturbative regime up to the Planck scale in both the s direction and the h direction. We apply the perturbativity condition λ ′ i < 4π to the coupling constants λ ′ i defined through the potential
The couplings in this potential appear in the Feynman vertices without additional numerical factors. λ ′ i < 4π then ensures that loop corrections are smaller than tree-level processes. (Above 4π, the coupling constants quickly grow towards a Landau pole. Therefore altering the definition of perturbativity will not significantly change our results.) This leads to the conditions on the couplings as defined in our potential λ h , λ s < 2π/3 and λ hs < 4π.
B. Constraints from slow-roll inflation
The present observational constraints on inflation are n = 0.960 ± 0.013 (1-σ), r < 0.22 and −0.068 < α < 0.012 [34] . Inflation occurs through the standard slow-roll mechanism, which we formulate in the Einstein frame. The potential in the χ s direction is
where U (1) (s) is given by Eq. (11). The slow roll parameters are 2ε
From these we can calculate the observable quantities
The number of e-foldings of inflation is given by the standard expression
2 We useζ rather thanξ to avoid confusion.
where the end of inflation is defined byη = 1. Although this is calculated in the Einstein frame, it is straightforward to show thatÑ is equal to the number of e-foldings in the Jordan frame N up to a small correction 3 ,Ñ ≈ N + ln(1/ √ N). We will useÑ = 60 when calculating inflation observables. This is a reasonable assumption given that the reheating temperature in this model will be high 4 .
Using the tree-level potential and the approximation 
Thus r and α are negligibly small when compared with the observational limits. Radiative corrections have a significant effect on the slowroll parameters. This is not surprising, as the tree level potential is exponentially flat and the radiative corrections add a small but significant slope. Including radiative corrections we findε
andη
and .
3Ñ is defined as ln(ã end /ã N ), whereã is the scale factor of the FriedmannRobertson-Walker metric in the Einstein frame, which is related to the conventional scale factor byã = Ωa. 4 We note thatÑ = 55 gives n = 0.963, therefore n is not particularly sensitive to the value ofÑ. We plan to compute the reheating temperature precisely in a future paper, which will fixÑ.
The terms originating from U (1) are subdominant inη, but for a range of values of λ hs and λ s they can become more important than the tree-level result inε. We calculate the field value at 60 e-foldings before the end of inflation as follows. First we calculate s end using |η| = 1. This gives (tree level)
Then the standard expression Eq. (28) is integrated using Eq. (29) and the approximation X = constant to givẽ
with Ω 2 as defined in Eq. (4) and
V. THERMAL RELIC DARK MATTER
We assume that dark matter is due to thermal relic gauge singlet scalars. The non-minimal coupling to gravity will not affect the S dark matter density as the field is at very low values compared to M p . If we assume that a gauge singlet scalar is responsible for the observed dark matter density (Ω DM h 2 = ρ DM /ρ c = 0.1131 ± 0.0034 [34] ) then we obtain a relationship between m s and λ hs (m t ). We use the LeeWeinberg approximation [35] to calculate the relic density of S. This is discussed in Appendix B, where we also review the annihilation cross-sections. For a given λ hs and m h there are up to four corresponding values of m s . An example is shown in Fig. 4 for the case where m h = 160 GeV. The cusp-like feature is due to S annihilations to WW and ZZ pairs close to the Higgs pole. In this region the S mass is relatively insensitive to λ hs . Note also that large values of λ hs are possible for m s slightly below the Higgs pole. 
VI. RESULTS
In Fig. 5(a) we show the case of real S with 'small' λ s (m t ) = 0.025. The range of allowed Higgs mass is 145 GeV < ∼ m h < ∼ 170 GeV, where the lower bound is from vacuum stability in the h direction combined with 5-year WMAP 1-σ upper bound n < 0.973 and the upper bound is from perturbativity of λ h in the s direction. The corresponding range of λ hs (m t ) is |λ hs (m t )| < ∼ 0.15. Larger values of n allow larger |λ hs (m t )|, up to an upper bound |λ hs (m t )| ≈ 0.55 (at n > ∼ 0.980), which comes from the perturbativity bound on λ s in the h direction. In this case the lower bound on the allowed Higgs masses is shifted downwards to 130 GeV < ∼ m h < ∼ 170 GeV. In Fig. 5 (b) we show the corresponding results for complex S. The allowed parameter space is very similar to the case of real S.
In Fig. 5(c) we show the results for the case of 'large' λ s (m t ) = 0.2. In this case the range of Higgs mass is similar to the small λ s (m t ) case, but now the origin of the bound is perturbativity of λ s in the h direction rather than the WMAP upper bound on n. As λ s (m t ) increases from 0.2, the allowed parameter space will rapidly diminish due to the decrease of the λ s perturbativity upper bound on λ hs (m t ). As seen in Fig. 5(d) , the allowed parameter space vanishes for the corresponding case with complex S.
As discussed in Sec. III B, when λ s ≪ 1 we can avoid potential problems due to unitarity violation. Choosing a small value of λ s at the scale of inflation to satisfy this bound should not be a problem. Comparing Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(c) we see the bound on λ hs due to n decreases with λ s , therefore we would expect the allowed range to decrease further with even smaller λ s . A smaller range of λ hs will tend to drive m s closer to the Higgs pole (Fig. 4) , increasing the chances that it could be detected in the near future.
An important point is that the value of n can be significantly larger than the classical value n = 0.966 over the whole range of allowed Higgs mass. In Fig. 6 we show an example of the variation of n with m h for fixed λ hs and λ s . This contrasts with the case of Higgs inflation without additional scalars, where a significant increase of n relative to the classical value is possible only for a small range of Higgs mass close to the vacuum stability lower bound; in [14] a significant increase of n from the classical value is obtained only for m h < ∼ 132 GeV. Therefore if Planck, which will measure n to a 2-σ accuracy of ±0.005, should find n significantly larger than 0.966 + 0.005 while LHC finds a Higgs with mass larger than 135 GeV, then S inflation will be compatible with the observations but Higgs inflation will be ruled out. We may also compare the range of Higgs mass allowed by S inflation with that allowed by vacuum stability and perturbativity in the Standard Model. In [36] the range is given as 128.6 GeV < ∼ m h < ∼ 175 GeV, where the lower bound is from vacuum stability and the upper bound is from perturbativity of the Higgs self-coupling up to M P . We see that the allowed range in S inflation is somewhat narrower. Therefore S inflation may be ruled out relative to the conventional SM if m h is observed close to the SM lower or upper bound. Fig. 7 shows the range of m s and m h which is consistent with S inflation and thermal relic S dark matter when n ≤ 0.973 and all vacuum stability and perturbativity constraints are satisfied. We also show the line m s = m h /2, which is the limit at which it is possible to pair produce S scalars via Higgs decay at the LHC [37] . For the case of real S and 'small' λ s (m t ) = 0.025, Fig. 7(a) , we see that m s is mostly in the range 50 GeV < ∼ m s < ∼ 500 GeV, reaching 750 GeV close to its lower bound. For complex S, m s is more constrained, with values in the range 50-500 GeV. This can be easily understood since the dark matter density for a complex S is twice that for a real S of the same mass, therefore a smaller mass is required to produce the same density. From Fig. 7(c) we see that a larger value of λ s (m t ), λ s (m t ) = 0.2, permits a wider range of S mass, with m s in the range 45 GeV to 1 TeV. If we instead considered the 2-σ WMAP bound, the parameter space in Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b) would increase, while Fig. 7(c) would be unchanged.
We note that while a large region of the allowed parameter space is at values of the S mass which are large compared with the weak scale, there is no reason to expect the S mass to be so large. The S mass squared is m 2 s = m 2 s o + λ hs v 2 /2. Therefore if m s o is of the order of the weak scale, which is the most natural possibility in a theory based on a single mass scale, we would expect m s to be no larger than a few hundred GeV.
There is a small region of the parameter space which satisfies m s < m h /2, with the lower bound on m s in the allowed region being slightly below m h /2. This means that it is possible for the S inflaton to be produced at the LHC via Higgs decay [37] . Thermal relic S dark matter would then originate ( from freeze-out of near resonant S annihilation to WW and ZZ close to the Higgs pole. m s slightly below the Higgs pole also implies that λ hs (m t ) can be large, as can be seen from Fig. 4 . Therefore if m s < m h /2 then the S-nucleon scattering crosssection due to Higgs exchange is likely to be large, enhancing the possibility of observing S dark matter in direct detection experiments.
Collider and direct dark matter detection experiments should be able to constrain the allowed parameter space 5 . Combined data from the D0 and CDF collaborations show that a Higgs boson mass in the range 160 GeV < m h < 170 GeV is excluded at 95% confidence level [39] . This exclusion reduces the available parameter space of the model by a little less than a half, however it does not make a large difference to the range of m s , as this is largest at low values of m h . Present bounds on direct detection of S dark matter from XENON10 and CDM-SII rule out S mass in the range 10 GeV to (50,70,75) GeV for Higgs masses (120,200,350) GeV [37, 40] . Comparing with Fig. 7 , we see that the upper bound from direct detection is already close to the lower bound on the range of m s allowed 5 γ-ray and antimatter signals can also constrain the model [38] .
by the S-inflation model. Thus although most of the parameter space is allowed at present, a substantial part of the (m s , m h ) parameter space will be accessible to future dark matter detectors.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that a gauge singlet scalar can serve simultaneously as the inflaton and as a thermal relic dark matter particle. As in the case of Higgs inflation, this requires a specific large non-minimal coupling of S to gravity. Consistency of the model with (i) stability of the electroweak vacuum, (ii) perturbativity of the scalar potential as a function of s and h up to the Planck scale and (iii) the observed spectral index, constrains the (λ hs (m t ), m h ) parameter space. (The tensor-to-scalar ratio r and the running of the spectral index α are both negligibly small compared with the observational limits.) Imposing the 5-year WMAP 1-σ bound n < 0.973 implies that the range of the coupling of S to the Higgs is |λ hs (m t )| < ∼ 0.15, which can increase up to |λ hs (m t )| < ∼ 0.55 for small S self-coupling and larger n. The range of Higgs masses is similar to but not identical to that of the Standard Model, with 145 GeV < ∼ m h < ∼ 170 GeV for n < 0.973 and small λ s (m t ), shifting to 130 GeV < ∼ m h < ∼ 170 GeV for n > ∼ 0.980. Demanding that the S annihilation rate through λ hs (m t ) produces the correct thermal relic S dark matter density translates each λ hs (m t ) into a discrete set of possible values of m s . Combined with the above constraints this determines a range of m s and m h which is simultaneously consistent with thermal relic dark matter and a stable, perturbative scalar potential which can account for the observed spectral index. The range of m s is sensitive to λ s (m t ) and to whether S is real or complex; for λ s (m t ) = 0.025 and real S the range is 50 GeV < ∼ m s < ∼ 750 GeV, with the upper limit increasing to 1 TeV for λ s (m t ) = 0.2. For complex S the range of m s is narrower, 50 GeV < ∼ m s < ∼ 500 GeV for λ s (m t ) = 0.025. Comparing with Higgs inflation in the unextended SM, a key difference is the range of possible n versus m h . In the Higgs inflation case this is expected to be very close to the classical value n = 0.966 except for m h close to the vacuum stability limit, m h < ∼ 130 GeV. In S inflation a significant deviation from the classical value is expected over the whole range of m h . Planck is expected to be able to observe n to an accuracy of ±0.005 (2-σ). Therefore Planck could provide evidence in favour of S inflation relative to Higgs inflation, depending on what value of m h is observed at the LHC.
Comparing with the model of [22] , which is based on the same gauge singlet dark matter model but considers inflation along the Higgs direction, a notable difference is that in our model n is strictly larger than the classical value n = 0.966, whereas in [22] it is possible for the spectral index to become smaller than the classical value. In addition, the results of [22] indicate that the spectral index becomes close to or smaller than the classical value at m h > ∼ 160 GeV (see Fig. 6 and 7 of [22] ), whereas in our model the deviation from the classical value becomes larger as m h increases. Therefore it may be possible to distinguish between S-inflation and inflation along the Higgs direction, depending on the Higgs mass and the spectral index.
There is a small region of the (m s , m h ) parameter space with m s close to m h /2 which is consistent with production of S particles at the LHC via Higgs decay, h → SS. Therefore if S is observed at the LHC then thermal S dark matter must originate from freeze-out of near resonant S annihilations to WW and ZZ at the Higgs pole. This also allows λ hs (m t ) to be large and so a significantly large Higgs decay branching ratio may be expected. A large S-nucleon scattering cross-section via Higgs exchange is also expected in this case, which should allow the parameter space of the model to be probed by future dark matter detection experiments. The lower bound on m s is close to the present upper bound on m s from direct dark matter detectors (XENON10, CDMSII). Therefore significant constraints on the parameter space (or possibly direct detection of S dark matter) may be expected in the future as dark matter detectors improve in sensitivity.
It is natural to ask how predictive the S-inflation model can be. The barrier to a precisely predictive model is the dependence on the S self-coupling λ s (m t ), which is not directly observable. In principle, there are four observable quantities: n, m h , m s and λ hs (m t ). The input parameters of the S-inflation model are m h , m s , λ hs (m t ) and λ s (m t ). Therefore n cannot be predicted exactly as there will always be a dependence on λ s (m t ), even if the other parameters of the model are fixed by experiment. Nevertheless, as we have shown, the possible range of n can be constrained by vacuum stability and perturbativity constraints which constrain λ s (m t ). In addition, in the limit of small λ s (m t ) the model could become effectively independent of λ s (m t ). In this case we can predict n if m h , m s and λ hs (m t ) are fixed by the LHC and direct dark matter experiments. If we are fortunate enough that S-inflation occurs in this limit, then the model can be predictive and testable.
We have focused on the case of inflation along the s direction. In general, inflation could occur along a more general flat direction in the (s, h) plane, depending on the value of ξ s , ξ h and the V (s, h) scalar potential couplings. S-inflation may be expected to be a good approximation in the limit ξ s ≫ ξ h , assuming that the couplings λ s , λ h and λ hs are of a similar order of magnitude. The opposite limit of inflation along the h direction was studied in [22] . This may be expected if ξ h ≫ ξ s . The case of inflation along a general trajectory in the s, h plane, which would be expected if ξ s and ξ h are the same order of magnitude, remains to be investigated.
The S-inflation model provides a model for inflation and dark matter which is based purely on weak scale particles and interactions. In order to have a complete model of cosmology, we also need to address the issues of reheating and the origin of the baryon asymmetry. Reheating will be very similar to the case of Higgs inflation. In Higgs inflation reheating occurs via parametric resonance of the oscillating Higgs field to W bosons via the |H| 2 |W | 2 interaction [9, 15] . In a similar way, in S-inflation reheating will occur via parametric resonance of S oscillations to Higgs bosons via the |S| 2 |H| 2 interaction. Baryogenesis could occur via the oscillating leptogenesis mechanism [2] or low-scale resonant leptogenesis [41] once the SM is extended by sterile neutrinos in order to account for neutrino masses. Alternatively, baryogenesis could occur via electroweak baryogenesis, which may be possible in scalar extensions of the SM. Additional scalars interacting with the Higgs can produce a sufficiently strong 1st order electroweak phase transition. This usually requires that the gauge singlet scalar gains a vacuum expectation value (vev) after the transition [42] , therefore a more complicated model with two or more additional scalars would be required 6 .
In contrast to many inflation models, S-inflation is notable for the close relationship it implies between the observables of inflation (in particular, the spectral index), particle physics (in particular, the Higgs mass and Higgs decay width) and the direct detection of dark matter. It can therefore be directly tested by the experimental and observational advances which are anticipated in the near future as the LHC, Planck satellite and future direct dark matter detection experiments come to fruition. (Suppressed colour indices should be summed over when taking traces in the formulae of [33] .) Finally, κ = 1/2 should be used in [33] since ψ i are two-component spinors. With these definitions of θ A , Y a and t A , the formulae in [33] can be used to compute the RG equations to two-loop order as a function of the t-quark Yukawa coupling, gauge couplings and the scalar couplings. γ kl m i j can be easily derived by applying the scalar potential RG equations to the 1-loop effective potential in order to obtain the β-function of the mass term [26] , β m 2 i j ≡ γ ab m i j m 2 ab . Finally, the RG equations must be modified at large s or h by suppressing the propagator for the corresponding real scalar field. Note that one does not suppress all the components of the Higgs doublet for the h direction nor the complex component of S in the s direction.
